BlackLynx Accelerated Analytics
Get smarter insights—faster—to drive critical business decisions and
next-generation innovation

BlackLynx: Solving Complex Analytics Challenges
▪

BlackLynx achieves high performance analytics for our
customers against any set of data at scale without
requiring time-consuming ETL and indexing

▪

Our solutions deploy in the cloud, on-premise, at the
edge, or any combination thereof

▪

We combine high-performance search, location based
services, image, and video analysis using artificial
intelligence and machine learning

▪

Seamless integration using open API connectors for
practically any application suite, including Splunk,
Tableau, Microsoft Power BI, and Google Earth
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BlackLynx Proprietary

BlackLynx Powers the Next Generation of Technologies

Microsoft Power BI

Xilinx U200
Alveo

Splunk Powered by BlackLynx Performance Examples
Benchmark comparison for Fuzzy Edit Distance and PCAP primitives

•
•
•

The DNS log (2 GB) and the PCAP files (15.6 GB) are from the U.S. National CyberWatch Mid-Atlantic Collegiate Cyber Defense Competition (MACCDC) dataset
The tre-agrep tool was co-authored by Udi Manber, one of the great names in contemporary Computer Science and author of the well-regarded textbook Introduction to Algorithms: A Creative
Approach, which to this day enjoys wide use in Computer Science curricula worldwide
TSHARK Search is doing the filter parameter(ip.dest) on 16 files (serially). The TSHARK Decode is only the time to build the decoded files (parallel processes) and does not include any filter time

BlackLynx Enhances, Accelerates, Optimizes Your
Add BlackLynx Solution as a Splunk Enterprise App
Company’s Splunk Investment
Discover events faster
High performance search ability to accelerate event detection through the elimination of ETL and indexing

More efficient triage
Search ALL the data enables improved visibility to answer the hard questions while not raising TCO

Faster alert detection
Splunk 24 real-time monitoring with BlackLynx Search & ML/AI to identify and resolve issues faster

Integration with Splunk UI & automation and other 3rd party products
Integrate Splunk APPs & provide other 3rd party product interfaces (ODBC/JDBC, RESTFul JSON)
Leverage all the Splunk capabilities while adding BlackLynx performance and high end search capabilities
(fuzzy searching, regular expressions, raw PCAP, etc.) to handle the growth in machine data

BlackLynx Proprietary

Tableau & BlackLynx: Speeding & Simplifying Actionable Analytics
▪

Tableau is empowered by BlackLynx to accelerate time to extract insights from their data through near
real-time performance on the raw data files – no need to ETL and index

▪

BlackLynx and Tableau technology work together to supercharge
the speed and capabilities of analytics including:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

▪

PCAP (raw packet capture) and logs for network forensic analysis
PCRE2 Regular Expression search embedded in SQL
Fuzzy Hamming and Levenshtein (Edit Distance) search
Search both structured and unstructured data
Eliminate ETL/Indexing For Fast, Varied Data (XML, JSON, CSV)

Combine search for structured and unstructured files in a single
SQL query

Easily access accelerated compute resources for fast, actionable insight with no specialized knowledge
required using interfaces your data applications already have. Tableau users can focus on results to
drive critical business decisions –don’t have to be HPC experts.

Tableau no longer needs to wait for the data pipeline (ETL & Indexing) to be
done before its analytics and visualization can be used

BlackLynx Query Generator

Low-SWaP High Performance Object Detection in
Massive High Resolution Imagery

➔

➔

➔

BlackLynx Proprietary

Overhead imagery input: 16K x 16K pixels!
YOLOv2 object detection, with practically any trained model
pertinent to mission, such as this example of specific types
of aircraft from above

FPGA-based solution deploys at the edge, with
computations consuming only ~35W
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Accelerating Software Defined Radio
and Signal Processing Applications

▪

At BlackLynx, we don’t leverage FPGA-based acceleration just because we can, but instead only when mission
requirements necessitate it

▪

In the signal processing space, software defined radio (SDR) frameworks like GNU Radio are gaining wide-scale
adoption because of their rapid time-to-deployment advantages, but often struggle to meet mission performance
requirements

▪

BlackLynx leverages intelligent CPU-only acceleration alongside CPU + FPGA acceleration strategies within the
confines of standard GNU Radio ecosystem constructs to meet mission objectives
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In-conclusion
▪

BlackLynx and your BI Tools work together to supercharge the speed and capabilities of analytics including:
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

PCAP/network forensic analysis
PCRE2 Regular Expression search
Fuzzy Hamming and Levenshtein (Edit Distance) search
Search both structured and unstructured data
Eliminate ETL/Indexing For Fast, Varied Data (XML, JSON, CSV)

Easily access accelerated compute resources for fast, actionable insight with no specialized knowledge
required using interfaces your data applications already have. BlackLynx leverages intelligent CPU-only
acceleration alongside CPU + FPGA acceleration.
End users can focus on results to drive critical business decisions –don’t have to be HPC experts.
Splunk & Tableau are empowered by BlackLynx to accelerate time to extract insights from their data through
near real-time performance and provide high performance analytics & visualization

We invite you to try our solution - please contact us at: support@blacklynx.tech
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Get smarter insights—faster—to drive critical business decisions and
next-generation innovation

